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Amey (2010) framework
1. Partnerships are process-oriented

2. Partnerships are nonrational
3. Partnerships require motivation
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https://doi.org/10.1002/cc.391
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“How people understand the 
intent and goals of the partnership 
is critical to its success. Leaders 
have to frame the partnership for 
others effectively and recognize 
that how they communicate about 
the collaboration will likely change 
as it evolves” 
(Amey, 2010, p.22)



Overview
● Context
● Starting the Process
● Analysis
● Share Findings
● Reflection
● Cheesecake
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Context
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Our PartnerOur Office
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Step 1: Starting the Process
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Initial Thoughts
● Grow the partnership
● Build our reputation
● Guiding and scaffolding
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Internal Questions
What data are they asking for? // What data can we reasonably provide?

Project positionality?
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Email
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Explore the Data

Link WC data with our data
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Road Block

Unclean data!!!
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Response: Questions
● Locus of control?
● Output uniformity?
● How to frame requests?
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Response: Action
● Some WC involvement
● Some IRPA decisions
● Initial request as guide
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Reflection
● What did we do well?
● What could we have done better?
● How would a different decision change these outcomes?
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Step 2:
Analysis
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We do 
the 

analysis

● Time Consuming
● Data Sources
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Road 
Block!

● Challenges with 
Data

● Grad and 
Retention Rate

● Enrollment Terms 
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Revisit 
Internal 

Questions

● Adjust framing of 
question
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Road 
Block!

● Additional 
Requests

● College, 
Department, Major
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Maintain 
the 

Relationship

● Communication
● Nonrational
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Reflection
● What did we do well?
● What could we have done 

better?
● How would a different 

decision change these 
outcomes?

● How would working with a 
different partner office 
impact this workflow?



Step 3: Sharing Findings

DRAFT



Writing the Report

DRAFT

● Fulfil all analysis requests
● Explain data decisions and methodology
● Cater to a wide audience



Considerations for Writing

DRAFT

● Digestibility
● Meeting partner’s expectations
● Prevention of data misuse
● Awareness of our own biases from data familiarity



Internal Review

DRAFT

Leverage in-office expertise and fresh eyes



Considerations for Sharing

DRAFT

● Background vs. main body vs. appendix
● Tables vs. visualizations
● Prevention of data misuse
● Science vs. art of data analysis



The “First Look” Meeting

DRAFT



Revised Considerations for 
Sharing*

DRAFT



Final Report → Cheesecake!

DRAFT
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Reflection
● What did we do well?
● What could we have done better?
● How did decisions in previous steps influence this outcome?
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Closing Reflection
● What aspects of this partnership are familiar to your context?
● What aspects are different?
● What parts of this approach would you modify to fit your context?
● What is one idea from our conversations today that you plan to 

bring back to your office?
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Thank you!
Keep the conversation going: irpa@umd.edu


